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24th Sunday OT – Cycle A – Homily 

Deacon Thomas Hill 

St. Joseph Church, Shelbyville, IN 

Sunday, September 17th, 2017 

Sirach 27:30-28:9; Psalm 103; Romans 14:7-9; Matthew 18:21-35 

 

 

“Where charity and love prevail, there God is ever found;  

Brought here together by Christ’s love, by love are we thus bound.”1 

 

     Our Gospel reading begins today where the Gospel reading for last Sunday ends.  Last 

weekend we listened to Jesus instructing his disciples on how to hold each other accountable for 

sinful behavior.  Today we hear Peter ask how many times he must deal with that uncomfortable 

situation.  Peter knew the law required that if a brother asked three times to be forgiven one was 

expected to do so.  However, if a brother asked a fourth time to be forgiven, one was not 

obligated to grant it.  Apparently, the penitent brother was acting out of desperation rather than 

sincerity.  

 

     So, Peter seems to have a good grasp of being more merciful than the law expected.  Surely, 

seven times will more than satisfy the Lord!  The Lord’s answer—“seventy-seven times”—

renders Peter speechless and bewildered.  Once again, Jesus gives profound testimony to the 

limitless mercy and love of God, the Father. 

 

     Today’s homily begins where Fr. Mike’s homily for last Sunday ended.  Recall Fr. Mike 

giving us the image of Jesus stepping in front of the barreling bus of sin to save us—each one of 

us—from being separated from the love of God.  Keep the image of the bus in your mind.  But 

this bus is the bus of forgiveness, and I drive that bus—each of us drives that bus. 

 

     Yep, I am the driver of a forgiveness bus.  I have complete charge of where I stop—if I stop; 

who I allow on the bus; allow to stay on the bus; allow off the bus…  You get the picture.  I have 

complete control of the bus.  What is bound on my bus is bound in heaven.  What is loosed on my 

bus is loosed in heaven.  The marvelous thing about this bus is that God gave it to me at no 

charge.  As a matter of fact, his son—Jesus—paid for it—bought it for me… with his life!  So, 

how well do I operate the bus? 

 

     As I maneuver “my” bus through the avenues of my life on this particularly lovely day after 

pondering Fr. Mike’s stirring homily, I realize it is break time.  So, I ease my 60 passenger taxi 

along the curb in a quiet, shady spot in the city park.  I sit back—taking a little time to be still. 

 

     Suddenly, I realize I am not alone!  There are people still on “my” bus!!!  Sitting there are 

people in my life whom I thought I forgave.  But I had not let go of the resentment, despair and 

pain that resulted from their hurting me.  Keeping them on the bus is my way of having some 

control of them.  Hmmm, how many times have allowed them off the bus?  How many times 

have allowed them on?  How long have I kept them on the bus???!!! 

 

  
1 Hymn: Where Charity and Love Prevail, from the 9th century Latin hymn Ubi Caritas; trans. by Omer Westendorf 

(1916-1997), 1961. 
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     I remember the people that I saw waiting at the bus stops I chose to ignore and drive on past.  

I think of the people that if I ever saw them at my stops I would blatantly lay on the horn, offer a 

hearty salute and continue on my way.  I think of the people that if they ever step off the curb—

Jesus better be standing next to them!  Thump, thump… Oops.  Sorry about that Jesus.  I’m sure 

he understands.  Do you agree? 

 

     I think—I don’t deserve to drive this bus.  I wonder where do I sit or stand in the eye of the 

bus drivers in my life.  I wonder how my driving my bus affects the driving of other bus drivers.  

I stop—sit in the quiet of my bus—and wonder, “Have I ever allowed Jesus on my bus?  Have I 

ever hit Jesus with my bus???!!!” 

 

     I knew I needed to meet with my local soul mechanic, discuss my driving habits and the 

necessary corrective actions.  So, I made an appointment with my nearest spiritual mechanics 

shop for a prompt ego change, attitude adjustment and love re-alignment (aka Sacrament of 

Reconciliation and Penance).  After making my contrition and on my way out of the shop, I 

picked up a bumper sticker to slap on the back of my bus.  It reads, “How’s my driving? Call 1-

800-F-O-R-G-I-V-E.”  I’m looking forward to receiving the messages.  Oh, by the way my bus’s 

number is—77. 

 

“Forgive we now each other’s faults as we our faults confess;  

And let us love each other well in Christian holiness. 

 

Let strife among us be unknown, let all contention cease;  

Be His the glory that we seek, be ours His holy peace.”2 

 

The LORD gives and the LORD gives and the LORD gives. Blessed be the LORD. 

          The Church says, “Amen.” 

  
2 Ibid 


